Emory University - CANNON CHAPEL, 515 S. Kilgo Circle, Atlanta, Georgia, 30322

Directions to the closest parking area to your designated building.

800-CANNON CHAPEL
515 KILGO CIR, ATLANTA GA 30322

Parking 1. Peavine Visitor Lot
Directions from westbound on North Decatur Road:
Make a (soft) right turn onto Oxford Road. At the first street on the right, turn right
onto Eagle Row. After turning, continue straight through the first and almost
immediate stop sign. At the next stop sign, turn left into Peavine Visitor Parking,
located in a ground-level lot immediately before the parking deck.
Directions from Clifton Road and Asbury Circle:
Turn on Asbury Drive and continue straight, through the first stop sign past the old
train depot on your right. At the next stop sign, continue straight onto Eagle Row.
Continue on Eagle Row through two stop signs, and pass the main parking deck
on your right. Peavine Visitor Parking is located in a ground-level lot on your right,
immediately past the deck.

>Take Eagle Row to Dickey Drive. Turn left onto Dickey and walk up the hill towards Ethics Center.
Take the sidewalk between the Ethics Center and Emerson Hall. The sidewalk will lead you to a set of
stairs. Take the stairs to the top and Cannon Chapel will be in front of you and to your left.

Parking 2. Fishburne Visitor Deck
Directions from intersection of Clifton Road and North Decatur Road:
Travel west on North Decatur. At the second traffic signal, at the intersection of
Oxford Road, make a hard right onto Dowman Drive, passing the ornamental gate, on
your right. At the first street on the right, turn right onto Fishburn Drive. At the first
stop sign go straight and turn right into the entrance of Fishburne Visitor Parking.
Directions from eastbound North Decatur Road:
At the intersection of Oxford Road, make a (soft) left onto Dowman Drive, passing
the ornamental gate, on your right. At the first street on your right, turn right onto
Fishburne Drive. At the first stop sign go straight and turn right into the entrance
of Fishburne Visitor Parking.

>Take Fishburne Lane to Mizzel Drive, towards Carlos Museum. Go to the right of the museum and take
the stairs up to the Quad. Walk directly across from the Carlos Museum on the other side of the flag
pole. The sanctuary can be accessed by walking up the ramp off the quad or through the double doors
located across from White Hall.

